Nicolaudie presents

The genius of the STICK family

Glass design (black only)
Direct access to all features
ESA2 software (PC/MAC)

6 banks of 6 scenes (36 scenes)
New generation, affordable price
512 DMX channels (block/RJ45)

Wall mounted DMX lighting controller
The STICK-CU4 programmable lighting controller has been designed around a touch sensitive color wheel allowing for control of RGB and RGBW lighting in addition to brightness and color temperature control.

**DIRECT ACCESS TO ALL FEATURES**

**POWER**
Turn on/off

**CENTRAL BUTTON**
The central button functionality can be customized:
- Reset Color (default)
- Play next scene
- Select next bank (6 banks of 6 scenes)
- Select wheel scene mode
- No function

**DIMMER**
Make your lights brighter/darker.

**COLOR RGB**
Easily scroll through over 16 million colors, or tap quickly to select 6 basic colors

**SATURATION**
Adjust the saturation.

**SCENE**
Up to 36 scenes can be stored within the controller and directly recalled via 6 touch sensitive scene buttons.

**CONNECTIONS**
Power the controller using either the RJ45 socket or the connector block with screw terminals.

The controller is USB programmable from a PC or Mac using ESA1, ESA2, DVC3 and DVC4 software.